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Location-based
social networks

More and more people want to 
share their geographic position with 
their friends.





A little a bit of  history...

Dodgeball is Foursquare’s 
precursor, founded in 2000
@ New York University.

Not necessarily the first 
service, but perhaps the most
iconic and widespread at the
time.

Acquired by Google in 2005...



Dodgeball forever!

Dodgeball founders Dennis Crawley 
and Alex Rainert  leave Google in 
2007 ... 

Foursquare was founded by Crawley 
and Naveen Selvadurai in 2009. 

After a short race against Gowalla 
that ended in 2011 when the latter 
was acquired by Facebook, 
Foursquare is today the main player 
in the area.



Foursquare’s vision

After five years of  intense crowdsourcing that generated 
billions of  check-ins, Foursquare is evolving to become 
the search engine of  the city.



Sensing the city 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnkD7OnvCgY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnkD7OnvCgY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnkD7OnvCgY


Crowdsourcing never ends...

Data collected from the activity of  
Foursquare users is not about who 
goes where ...

It is about ‘’dressing’’ the urban 
landscape and its elements (places, 
neighborhoods etc.) with digital 
information that is accessible by 
today’s communication tools.

Not only we learn about the location 
of  places, their temporal activity 
patterns or their categories ... but 
whatever one can imagine about 
describing them. 



The sharing economy

Mobile web and digital mapping 
technologies have brought a 
revolution on private resource
utilization....

Rent out your extra space to 
travelers or cook for your 
neighbors ... this is just the 
beginning of  a big revolution that 
brings together the physical and 
digital space. 



Urban planning :
understand the city and 
optimise services

Mobile applications and 
recommendations:
study the user and offer
services

Why human mobility?



Why human mobility

Animals have the capacity 
to search and navigate 
across space

We can understand how 
our brain is wired

Have we really left the 
monkey ?



Data on human movement...Data on human movement...

Mobile Social Cellular

BTS Tower Accuracy ~ 1KMGPS accuracy ~ 10 meters

Global Coverage Country Coverage

Publicly Available Private / Corporate

VS



Power-law tales ...

Nature 453, 779-782(5 June 2008)Mobile Social Network Data

exponent β = 1.50
(∆r + ∆r0) −β

exponent β = 1.75



The Data Crawling Combo ...



Dataset Statistics

925,030 users around the 
globe over a period of  6 
months in 2010.

34 Cities that span 4 
continents and 11 
countries.

A database of  ~5 million 
recorded places.
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Urban vs Global mobility
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Power law kicks in 
at 18.42km!!!





859 INTERVENING OPPORTUNITIES 

tant tracts, a number was entered to represent the number of dots which 
might have been plotted. 

Imagine then a spot map of the Cleveland Metropolitan District showing 
the opportunities available within each tract a t  rental $I 5 to $19. The  next 
step may be understood by reference to Chart 4, which reproduces a very 

small segment of this map surrounding Tract A2. This map is drawn to the 
same scale as Green's map of Cle~e land . '~  Consider the dot in A2 here 
labeled a. A sheet of transparent paper, ruled in concentric circles, was laid 
on the map, with the center of the circles a t  a. The intervals between the 

lo H. W. Green, Census Tracts of Greater Cleveland, map published by Cleveland Health 
Council. 

Samuel A. Stouffer
Stouffer's law of intervening opportunities states, "The number of persons 
going a given distance is directly proportional to the number of opportunities 
at that distance and inversely proportional to the number of intervening 
opportunities." *

* S. Stouffer (1940) Intervening opportunities: A theory relating mobility and distance, American 
Sociological Review 5, 845-867

- Empirically proven using data for migrating families in the city of 
Cleveland.

- We investigate the plausibility of the theory for urban movements in 
Foursquare.



The importance of  density
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- Stouffer’s Theory of  Intervening Opportunities 
motivated us to inspect the impact of  
places(=opportunities) in human mobility. 

- Place density by far more important than the city area 
size with respect to mean length of  human movements 
(R2  = 0.59 and 0.19 respectively). 



Defining Rank-Distance



Rank universality
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The rank of  all cities collapse 
to a single line.

We have measured a power 
law exponent α = 0.84 ± 0.07 
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A new model for urban mobility

soil... 

and mind! 



Set ... and go!

for all cities we have used the 
average value α = 0.84 for the 
rank exponent.

all places in the city used as 
potential starting points for our 
agents.

the rank element is universal, only 
the set of  places differs from city 
to city.



Simulation Results ...



“Zero” Gravity

We have also built a gravity model 
in the urban context!

Issue #1: how do we define 
“mass” in the urban context.

Issue #2: how do we set its 
parameters?

100m



Rank vs  Gravity

Rank is simpler and achieves 
better quality fits for all cities.

Gravity overestimates short 
transitions ...



The importance of  Geography

Footline Author PNAS Issue Date Volume Issue Number 1

Heterogeneities observed in human mobility is due 
to geographic variations. Cultural, organisational or 
other factors do not appear to play a role in urban 
movements. 

The rank model, although simple, can cope with the 
complex spatial variations in densities observed in 
urban environments.



Shuffling Urban Geography



Open Questions

- While we have managed to fit human movements in an 
urban setting, the spatial distribution of  places 
remains unknown.

- Can we model global displacements using the same 
model?



The Multi-Dimensional Check-In

Social

Geo Temporal

Linguistic
Multi-Media

Game Features

Mobile



add 
friends?friend 

feed

geo

venue
recommendations



New Venue Recommendations



Challenges

LBSN Data represents a 
new paradigm: sparse, 
geographic, implicit 
feedback.

Recommending new 
venues is similar to 
recommending new links 
in social networks.



Check-Ins at New Venues 
gowallafoursquare

Recommending new, unvisited places to users has an important value, as 
they often seek to discover new locations.

80-90% of  visited places are new places!
60-80% of  check-ins occur at new places!



Recommendation Strategies

Popularity 

Home Distance

Content Filtering

Social Filtering

rank places using  number of 
check-ins by any user

exploit venue type 
preferences(cafe, bar...)

rank places using number of 
check-ins by friends

recommend based on 
geographic distance from 
home



Collaborative Filtering

K-NN user similarity

Place Network
(item similarity)

Matrix Factorization 2 3 ?

? 3 2

1 2 ?



A Random Walk Around The City

Users Places

#1

#3

Visited 

#2

#4

#5

friend link
check-in link



Evaluation

Test and training sets Monthly Cross Validation

Personalized Venue 
Recommendation Lists

..........

visited venue
0: best

1:worse

Average Percentile 
Rank

Output



Results

Method Average Percentile Rank
Random Walk 0.217

Popularity 0.228

Content Filtering 0.228

Matrix Factorization 0.281
PlaceNet 0.337

Home Distance 0.383
Social Filtering 0.392

k-NN 0.443

Random 0.500

Lessons:
1. Collaborative Filtering Fails!
2. Popularity/Content Filt. good! 
3. Random Walk v.good!



Popularity VS Random Walk

Lessons:
1. Random Walk>> Popularity 
in 21/22 cases.
2. Better Results where more 
data: New York & Austin TOP,    
Gowalla >> Foursquare!



Speculating on RW Victory

Good recommendations can be 
identified at the trade-off  between 
global and personal behaviour.

Random Walk with Restart achieves 
that by imposing graph structure 
(global) and controllable user bias 
(personalization).

RW resilient to noise! Applicable to 
users with no check-ins! (cold start).



We then had a vision :)



Predicting your next check-in

Little Amy checks-in at the Flower Shop on a Saturday 
Morning. Can we predict where she goes next? 

thousands of venues in the city to 
be ranked .... in real time!



A challenging problem indeed

high class imbalance: one 
single place to be elected
amongst thousands.

extreme sparsity: most 
users check-in rarely...

very entropic behaviour:  
physicists believe its 
impossible to predict!





Computer Science at your Service

User Specific 
features
historic visits

friend check-ins
preferred venue types

Temporal
trending places 

(hour/day)
trending place types
(eg. cinema at nights)

Geographic

Place Network

distance and rank-distance

0.7km

1.2km



Feature Performance #1
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Lesson: Features exploiting user 
historic preferences are doing 
best in terms of  accuracy!



Feature Performance #2
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Lesson: Popularity, Distance, 
Place Type and Place Network 
features are doing best in terms 
of  ranking!



Data on human movement...Duality in Feature Performance

Personalized GlobalVS

Text
Features 
personalized to the 
user are good to 
predict historically 
visited places!

Features exploiting 
global information on 
check-in patterns are 
good to predict 
previously unvisited 
(new) places!

?



Supervised Training: teaching 
the good and the bad!

Key Insight: Every time little 
Amy checks-in she expresses 
a direct preference at a place 
and implicitly ignores all the 
rest!

[visited place]

[randomly selected 
non-visited place]

+1

-1learning: supervised 
classifier trains on 
millions of  check-ins



Supervised Learning Scores!
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The Decision Tree of  Life
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Part 1 END



THE END





An overall consensus among urban 
studies and public policy researchers 
defines a “neighborhood” as a 
contiguous geographic area within a 
larger city, limited in size, and 
somewhat homogeneous in its 
characteristics. 



Representing a neighbourhood ...

Each square area a multi-
dimensional vector



The Principle of  Homogeneity



Locals - Vs - Tourists



Neighborhood Features in New York



Exploiting the network of  places for neighborhood detection

www.livehoods.org

http://www.livehoods.org
http://www.livehoods.org


Recommending Neighborhoods



Recommending Neighborhoods



hoodsquare.org



GEO SPOTTING
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Relatively speaking... McDonald’s tend to “pull” check-ins 
from remote locations whereas Dunkin’ and Starbucks attract 
local movements.





colocation

mobility

Does colocation imply movement?
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Why are events important? 

Social Events are a major disruptor of  urban activity.

30-50% of  check-ins in the city are generate during events. 

Two implications: i) events are important per se
       ii) could events affect other measurements?



Event Detection

http://www.cs.stonybrook.edu/~leman/icdm12/

As the case is with all modeling domains, there are plenty 
of  techniques out there.... 

Our approach is simple and captures the fundamental 
underlying principle: seek for large deviations of  check-ins at 
places in the city, sort, then validate.

http://www.cs.stonybrook.edu/~leman/icdm12/
http://www.cs.stonybrook.edu/~leman/icdm12/


Event Scope Definition

Find the most popular place 
of  an event. Then, 
add to the event’s place list 
all abnormally active 
places within 300 meter 
radius...



Event Representation (1)

Events can be represented 
by their participants. They 
also feature characteristic 
peak times ...



Event Representation (2)

Events are inherently social! We capture two types of  
social signal: explicit through social connections and an 
implicit homophily signal from place types.  



Recommending Events

Popularity and Social 
Influence are 
important factors. But 
why Random Walk 
performs so well in 
London?



“Niche” Events

A niche event is one whose participants exhibit “special” 
interests with respect to the general population.

There is a negative correlation between the “nicheness” 
of  an event and the accuracy of  the Random Walk model.

This is a kind reminder that events refer to a very abstract 
concept: their magnitude, duration, style etc. can vary 
significantly. This may be an indication that employing multiple 
strategies in a unifying framework
can provide a promising solution to event recommendation.



Supervised learning event recs...

NDCG

Accuracy

Exploiting the random walk signal improves the results across 
cities and metrics!



Mega Events: Assessing the impact of  the 
Olympic Games

Pre-Olympic Period Olympic Period

London London



Most influenced areas are near 
“hotspots”.

Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient
 as a function of  distance to the 
nearest Olympic live site for the 
rankings in popularity of  all and 
Food places between two 
subsequent periods.

Olympic Hotspots

Place ranking correlations



Place Category Popularity Change

Olympics 2012

Pre-Olympic Period 2012

Olympic Period 2011

Pre-Olympic Period 2011



Network flow changes for food places

Food, in-flow increaseFood, in-flow increase Food, out-flow increase

Food, in-flow decrease Food, out-flow decrease

Transitions from and to  Stadiums,
General Entertainment facilities, 
Parks, Pools and Event Spaces 
are topping the charts with
the biggest rise in popularity. 

It is notable that these venue
types are both sources and 
targets for the top increases 
in movements during 
the Games.



Data mining features to assess impact (1) 

Olympic Distance 

Stadium Distance 

Nearby Place Entropy

Measures the distance between 
a Food place and the closest 
event related hotspot.

Refines the above measure 
by measuring the distance to 
the closest Olympic Stadium.

Measures the entropy in terms of  
place type frequency in the area
around the target food spot.

Sponsor Distance 
Measures the distance between 
the target food place and the 
nearest McDonald’s restaurant.



Data mining features to assess impact (2) 

Entertainment Flow

Area sociability 

Jensen Quality 

Measures the mean empirical 
probability of  observing a user 
transition from an entertainment 
to another venue in the target area. 

Simply count the number of  friend pairs
that have visited an area before the 
Olympic Games. 



The city stock market
Can we exploit those features
in order to decide which areas
will increase their ‘market’ share
and which will not? 

Doing regression and aiming
to predict the exact check-ins
a place will receive could be
an option but data is sparse
and distributions are skewed.

Abnormal Returns are equal
to actual returns minus the 
expected returns during the
olympic period. 



Assessing the predictability of  multiple 
signals



Combing features (again :-))



Events can be an urban earthquake.
Can we develop automated techniques to detect
them? 

How do we formalize this process?
What is the primary data structure?
What problems/applications do we 
target?

Place networks represent a very
attractive direction for analysis 
and modelling: lineage of  techniques/
literature, data in place.



The epic split!



Mobile Sensing for Place 
Recommendations



Mobile Sensing & 

• Accelerometer
• Ambient light
• Bluetooth
• Camera
• GPS
• Magnetometer
• Microphone 
• Proximity
• WiFi



The “real” shape of  places

http://courses.cse.tamu.edu/caverlee/csce670_2013/ltr-foursquare-paper.pdf

http://courses.cse.tamu.edu/caverlee/csce670_2013/ltr-foursquare-paper.pdf
http://courses.cse.tamu.edu/caverlee/csce670_2013/ltr-foursquare-paper.pdf


Bridging the Physical with the 
Digital 2.0

data and learning go 
both ways!

mobile sensing on-line recommendations

Opportunity: Exploit Foursquare’s Venue database and add a 
sensing layer to it by aggregating samples from mobile users. 

Challenges: 
Sensing is costly.  A lot of trade-offs to consider (energy).
Are users ready to share more of data (privacy)?



Big (Data ) Disruptions in the City

or 

WHICH TAXI SHALL I TAKE IN NYC?



founded: 1st of  March 2009 

industry: transport

funding:  1.5 Billion $ in 6 rounds

funding:  1.2 Billion $ in June 2014

named company of the year
by USA Today in 2013



THE APP: “EVERYONE’S PRIVATE DRIVER”



not EVERYONE is HAPPY about UBER

january 2014 “Cab drivers in Paris attacked uber driver in Charles de Gaulle Airport...” 

july 2014 “Seoul city government said it will ban uber, joining the battle by 
municipalities and traditional taxi services...” 

june 11, 2014 “In a concerted action, taxis blocked 
roads in major European cities in protest against what
they perceive as a threat to their livehoods by 
companies such as uber.  The cabbies contended that
Uber and similar smartphone app-based services have
an unfair advantage because they are not subject to
price control and regulations. 





THE NEW YORK CITY TAXI DATASET

FOILing NYC’s Taxi Trip Data

Freedom of  Information Law

2013 Trip Data, 11GB, zipped!

2013 Fare Data, 7.7GB

Idea: Uber Vs Yellow Taxi

Price Comparison.



THE EXPERIMENT

x1,y1

x2,y2

1. For every trip in NYC taxi dataset.

2. Record origin & destination coordinates.

3. Retrieve total fare paid.

4. Query Uber API price for the same trip.

5. Compare yellow taxi VS uber prices.













New Research Opportunities

• big data predictions in the city

2 3 ?

? 3 2

1 2 ?

• real-time services demand in the 
city



THE END
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